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Education and Research Complexes 
Centers of Excellence as Pillars of Sustainable Development in Egypt 

Eng. Ghada Aly Raafat

 

Abstract 
Deep human excellence instead of superficiality is the new motto that education and research as well 

related architecture are adopting. Human personal excellence was the initiative of Arab and Persian scientists 
in Middle Ages. Their achievements were translated to Latin creating European renaissance. 

Centers of Excellence (C.O.Es) are institutions dedicated to research and technical innovations on 
boundaries of knowledge in Nano technology, advanced electronics, artificial intelligence advanced medical 
sciences, energy and environmental new technology. Their members should be subjected to strong 
scrutining. Centers should provide continuous relationship between advisors and research workers by close 
sleeping and workplaces. 

India, Malaysia and Turkey started with us but advanced by working within research strategy with C.O.E 
in scientific technical parks (S.T.P). Applications of cooperation between universities, C.O.Es and industries 
were studied in King Abdullah University and Masdar in Abu-Dhabi. These experiences gave the research 
directive schedule. Comparisons were held with experiences in Egyptian-Japanese university and Zewail 
research universities, in both their institutional and liberal humanized versions. 

The research conclusions were in proposing a research system of excellence in S.T.Ps under the auspices 
of mother organization that will help Egypt to bridge the gap in advanced technology. The research stated the 
strategy of planning architectural and technical conditions for C.O.E to achieve sustainable development and 
higher national income. 

1-Salim T.S. Al-Hassani, 1001 Inventions: The Enduring Legacy of Muslim Civilization, National 
Geographic. 

*Assistant Lecturer, Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University 
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